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Overview
The COVID-19 pandemic has reminded the world that workers are essential to our wellbeing and survival. Crucial among these workers are agricultural workers, who make up one-third of the world’s workers.1 No labor is more
fundamental to society than food production, yet most agricultural workers live in poverty and endure dangerous
conditions.2 While much of the world went into lockdown and worked remotely, agricultural workers labored on in
the fields. For most workers in agribusiness, the seasonality of work heightens wage dependence. Instead of financing
pauses for public health, national states across North America and Europe exempted agribusiness from border closures to ensure employers access to immigrant labor with few protections.3
During the pandemic and prior to the pandemic agricultural workers showed us that they can fight back and ensure
better and safer conditions of workers, including by addressing gender-based violence at work. As our research shows,
this is most clearly illustrated by efforts of workers to organize and bargain collectively in Guatemala and Morocco.
Also, during COVID, unions and workers collectives responded by ensuring that employers provided personal protective equipment such as masks, striking for safer workplaces, demanding adequate response from governments, and
reminding the public that workers, not just agribusiness, are essential.4
This report seeks to understand employment relations in agricultural global supply chains and struggles for the dignity and empowerment of the workers who provide the food upon which so many depend. The report does so by
providing an overview and analysis of five agribusiness sectors in four countries, detailed in studies by the Center for
Global Workers’ Rights with the support of the Solidarity Center. These are:
Wine grapes and olives in Morocco
Palm oil in Colombia
Bananas in Guatemala
Strawberries in Mexico
We focus on providing new analysis and broad takeaways by comparing and contrasting the findings from the prior
four studies. The field research for these studies was conducted prior to the onset of COVID-19, yet the insights about
bargaining power explain the dynamics observed during the ongoing pandemic. Retailers drive agribusiness supply
chains, limiting the amount of capital that production workers might negotiate over with their employers. In agribusiness, governments provide employers flexibility while constraining workers’ rights as part of national, export-oriented
development policies. Collective bargaining coverage is therefore low. Where unions establish collective bargaining
in the industry, it is demonstrably the strongest mechanism for protecting workers’ health and dignity.
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The Industry Context: Understanding
agricultural global supply chains
The five sectors present a picture of contemporary
agribusiness global supply chains (GSCs), as summarized in Table 1. Each contributes substantially to
national incomes through export sales. Mega supermarkets, led far-and-away by Walmart, wield the most
influence over every exchange in these GSCs. Even
previously powerful trading companies are squeezed
by Walmart and its followers. The second-most pow-

erful actors in the GSCs are companies specializing
in transportation and marketing. The distribution of
value skews away from labor, which is concentrated in
production, and workers receive the lower share from
retail sales of the more commodified products. Workers lack access to healthcare and essential services due
to employer avoidance of social security contributions
and suffer gender discrimination across the sectors, in
addition to low wages, precarious employment, and
violent retaliation and intimidation against unionists
in multiple sectors.

Table 1: Indicators of Bargaining Power in Five Agribusiness Global Supply Chains
Wine
Morocco

Olive oil
Morocco

Palm Oil
Colombia

Bananas
Guatemala

Strawberries
Mexico

Annual export
value

$12 million5

$67 million6

$350 million7

$953 million8

$564 million9

Supply chain
driver

Retail, France
(Carrefour)

Retail, Spain & USA
(Mercadona,
Walmart)

Biofuel, Mexico
(PEMEX) & Brazil
(GranBio);
Food processing,
Netherlands
(Cargill)

Retail, USA
(Walmart, Costco,
Kroger, Ahold
Delhaize)

Retail, USA
(Walmart, Costco,
Kroger, Ahold
Delhaize)

Supply chain 2nd
most powerful

Importerdistributors
France (Ebertec)

Processormarketer
Spain (Devico)

Trading companies Trading companies Trading companies
Colombia
(Chiquita, Dole,
(Driscoll’s)
(Acepalma, Biocosta) Fresh Del Monte)

Share of retail sales

15%-18%

n/a

n/a

5.5%

3.9%

Traceability

Vineyard

Processor-marketer,
country(ies)

n/a

Retail/trading
company, country

Retail/trading
company, country

One company10

One company

11%11

4%

<1%

- Work intensity/

- PPE access

- Social security

Issues facing
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Agribusiness GSC Capital
Organization and Implications
for Labor
Agriculture Global Supply Chains (GSCs) are characterized by profound power imbalances that squeeze labor. This is true in all four countries and all five sectors
that we studied. Power is distributed across a range of
business and economic interests that are supported by
state policies. These are dynamic relationships. Going
back more than 100 years to the days of United Fruit in
Latin America and the Caribbean, the mega fresh fruit
companies held all the power. Not only were they able
to exploit workers, but they controlled governments
and private armies. The retail segment was relatively
unimportant, but grocers and local shops sold prod-

ucts and accepted profits at rates set by the fruit companies. Those days are gone. Today power increasingly
resides with the mega supermarkets who set prices and
squeeze lead firms, who in turn squeeze their suppliers,
who squeeze their workers.
While agricultural supply chains share many traits of
other supply chains, such as apparel and consumer
electronics in terms of power relations, separation of
workers across the chains, and the squeeze on workers,
they differ in several important ways. Harvesting seasons, the biological time needed for plant maturation,
weather, insects, bacteria, and fungi all greatly complicate production in agriculture.12 Moreover, production is limited to locations with conditions favorable to
the crop in terms of land, access to water, and climate.

Figure 1: Global Supply chains in Agribusiness

Transportation infrastructure, including roads, rails,
and deep-water ports are needed for quick market access to sell perishable products. Furthermore, manual
harvests require a higher proportion of capital to be invested in labor.
The distribution of value in agribusiness skews away
from labor’s point of leverage in production, reflect-

ing lead firms,’ particularly retailers, interest in reliable
supplies and ability to set terms of trade. The retailers
derive their power to set prices and conditions on suppliers from their control over sales markets. Sales of the
edible final products are dominated by oligopolistic
retailers. Four companies account for more than 40%
of U.S. grocery sales, and five account for 80% of sales
in France, and for 62% in Germany.13 In 2020 Walmart
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alone accounted for nearly one-third of U.S. grocery
sales and had three times the annual revenue of the
next largest retailer of any type.14,15 For palm oil, buyers’
power is also concentrated. For the 56% of Colombia’s
palm oil destined for biofuels, buyers include PEMEX
in Mexico and GranBio, Raizen, and other members of
the Brazilian Association of Industrial Biotechnology
(ABBI), while the sector’s buyers for edible oils include
dominant commodity traders Bunge and Cargill. Retailers’ increasing power drives consolidation and strategic changes by trading companies seeking to maintain their leverage.16

employer strategy in agribusiness, the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) negotiated by the Democratic Labor Confederation (CDT) with Zniber-Diana raised terms and conditions of employment into
compliance with national laws. Even with the best contract in national agribusiness, workers at Zniber-Diana
receive the legal minimum wages, which hover at the
national poverty line.20 The International Center for
Research on Women estimated that “full compliance
with labor law would require an additional redistribution of approximately 3 percent of the value added in”
wine supply chains.21

Morocco’s leading agribusiness company dominates
the national wine and olive oil sectors and has sought
international partnerships to gain leverage with retailers. Les Domaines Brahim Zniber of the Diana Holding company (“Zniber-Diana”) controls 85 percent to
90 percent of Moroccan wine production and more
than 90% of domestic sales.17 Price declines since 2010
led it to seek leverage in retail sales by buying shares
of Marie Brizard Wine and Spirits SA and contracting marketing firm CMA to increase sales in China
and Russia.18 For olive oil, it partnered with the Spanish multinational, Devico, to sell mixed oils under the
Pompeian brand to U.S. markets.19 Indicating national

In Colombia’s palm oil sector, production companies
have consolidated, organized associations, and adopted precarious employment practices to compete
internationally despite higher average labor costs than
in leading exporters Indonesia and Malaysia. Ten conglomerates control approximately 75% of sales, and 3%
of production companies control almost 70% of production.22 Producers founded the association Fedepalma and its trading firm C.I. Acepalma to expand sales,
and the largest shifted investments from managing
production to input development, sourcing, processing, and marketing. In this context, contracted production companies have recruited migrant workers,
turned to piece-rate pay modalities, increased
use of labor subcontractors, raised workloads
for the same pay, and avoided payments into
the national social security system. Sixty-three
percent of workers reported workplace accidents in 2018.23 Furthermore, women workers
reported lower payrates, higher work intensity,
and more harassment than male coworkers.
Guatemala is the third-largest banana exporter
in the world. Chiquita, Fresh Del Monte, and
Dole are the dominate fresh fruit multinational
corporations (MNCs). (Internationally, Fyffes
is also a dominate company). However, as retailers increase direct purchasing, the trading
companies have responded to loss of market
capture by restructuring financing, ownership
boundaries, and labor management. Indica-
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tive of retail’s power, Walmart purchases 30% of Fresh
Del Monte’s bananas from Guatemala, for which it demanded dollar-per-box price reductions. More broadly, U.S. import prices stagnated for the latter half of the
2010s, a revenue decline in real terms for production
companies.24 Chiquita and Dole changed from public to privately owned companies financed by owners based in tax-friendly Ireland and Switzerland. All
three reduced ownership of production and continue
to increase outsourcing. Today only Fresh Del Monte
and Chiquita own significant banana production facilities in Guatemala, and 62% of bananas marketed
by Fresh Del Monte are purchased from its contracted
suppliers—a figure for Chiquita not reported due
to its private ownership. They have used the flexibility gained from outsourcing to avoid unions by
sourcing from non-union plantations in southern
Guatemala where violence against unions is pervasive. Unionists now estimate 87% of banana
workers are employed along the Pacific, southern
coast, where violence suppresses unionization,
and employers pay 204% less than at union operations in the North, require overtime, charge workers for personal protective equipment (PPE), and
more commonly harass and abuse women.

in trading companies. Since 1990, annual exports
to the United States increased 11.8% on average,
enabling retailers to sell berries year-round. The
sector is dominated by Driscoll’s, which owns no
production, owns 28% of strawberry plant patents, sources from 400 suppliers in 21 countries,
markets berries in 48 countries, and whose owners also own Reiter Affiliated Companies, the
parent company of Berrymex, the largest berry
company in Mexico.25 Berrymex directly employs
4,000 field workers during peak harvest, manages production, contracts smaller production
companies, buys berries from others, and markets
through Driscoll’s. Production is dispersed across
hundreds of companies, the largest of which are members of the national association, Aneberries, and, in
Baja California, the Agriculture Council of Baja California. Strategies for profit in the labor-intensive production of strawberries in the country include the racialized division of fieldwork by indigenous people and
management by those with European heritage, use of
protection contracts to avoid union collective bargaining, wage suppression, piece-rate pay, short-term hiring, and avoidance of paying legal benefits prescribed
in labor and social security laws.26

Mexico is the third-largest producer and secondlargest exporter of strawberries worldwide. Organized in the last three decades, its strawberry sector exemplifies concentration in retail, secondarily
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Seasonal Demands for Labor and
Precarious Employment
In addition to similar flows of capital away from workers in production, seasonality affects certain agribusiness GSCs. Among the sectors studied, wine grapes,
olives, and strawberries have seasonal demands for
labor, whereas bananas and palm oil employ labor
year-round. Labor struggles reflect the difference. Yearround production allows for more stable unionization
formation, whereas as seasonal labor means a less stable workforce, but one that has increased strike leverage during the peak of harvest season.
Seasonal demand for labor provides workers strike
leverage and risks of underemployment. Workers derive bargaining power from employers’ dependence
on manual labor for time-sensitive harvests at limited
locations. Returns on investment quickly disintegrate
in the fields when workers withdraw their labor. Morocco is ideal for wine grape and olive production due
to its climate of moderate annual temperature variation. The CDT brought Zniber-Diana to the bargaining table after a series of strikes during olive harvests
and the transition of vineyards to new varietals, which

illustrates the strike leverage workers have during a harvest and season transitions when the demand for labor
is at its highest. Strawberry production to date relies on
temperate, climate, and sandy soils near seas, and fresh
berries require refrigerated transport to market within
days of harvesting. Workers in Mexico won wage and
social-security registration increases and recognition
of the Independent National Democratic Union of
Day Laborers (SINDJA) by striking during peak strawberry harvest.
However, seasonal labor demand also risks precarious
employment. The more oligopolistic retailers dominate buying, the stronger the incentive for farms to
specialize in order to supply the volumes demanded;
and the more production is specialized, the shorter the
demand for labor. In Morocco’s wine grape and olive
sectors and Mexico’s strawberry sectors, employer under-registration of workers in the national social security systems means limited worker access to healthcare
and other essential services. The CDT had to negotiate with Zniber-Diana a multi-year schedule toward
registering all workers with the national social security
system, and seasonal workers at Zniber-Diana raised
under-employment as an ongoing concern, even under

Strawberry harvesting, San Quintin, Mexico. Photo: Matthew Fischer-Daly.
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their union contract. 27 In Mexico, central grievances of
strikers in 2015 were employers’ “integrated” pay modality that obfuscates payments of legal benefits and
social security registration, which remains below 40%.28
In contrast, the banana and palm oil sectors have yearround labor demand, with implications for labor relations. The banana plants and palm trees cycle seasonally; however, production management has developed
sequenced planting to harvest and supply product
year-round. Whereas labor and management struggle
primarily over managerial duties to seasonal workers,
especially legal benefits and social security registration,
in the wine grape, olive, and strawberry sectors, in bananas and palm oil, the struggle is over direct versus
contracted employment. In Colombia, employers have
turned to labor contractors, who typically pay lower
piece-rates, do not compensate for work time lost to
weather, provide low-quality PPE and work tools, and
supervise work on the most difficult and least-productive palm fields. In Guatemala’s banana sector, unions
achieved their most robust contracts when the multinational fresh fruit companies owned most production
and directly employed the workers. This was especially
true when the union was able to centralize its power by
incorporating all firms into one collective bargaining
agreement, as is the case of Sitrabi and Del Monte. As
the companies shifted more toward contract production, they have shifted employment duties onto the
contractors, whose position in the GSC inclines them
to suppress unionism to maintain competitiveness.

Pushing Natural Limits: Climate
and ecosystem changes and
implications for labor
There are no laboratory environments for the production of most agribusiness products, including the five
sectors studied. Each depends on and seeks to assert
predictability over natural systems that are increasingly demonstrating instability. Agribusiness’s efforts to
control natural systems implicate workers’ livelihoods
and health.

Climate change, loss of biodiversity, freshwater depletion, deforestation, nitrogen and phosphorus biogeochemical flows, and chemical pollution are among the
planetary boundaries pushed by agribusiness sectors
such as those studied.29 In Morocco, climate change
is increasing the frequency and severity of droughts,
floods, other weather events that present risks to agriculture, and the country’s Green Plan responds in
large part by consolidating land and tightening GSC
linkages.30 In Guatemala, elsewhere in Central America, and southern Mexico, climate change is reducing
subsistence agriculture as a livelihood or subsidy to
wage labor, driving more people to migrate in search
of alternatives, increasing labor supplies.31 In response,
the U.S. and Mexican governments have criminalized
immigration for all but a select few.
The transformation of land for agribusiness’s typical
monocultural production is common across the sectors and contributes to the loss of biodiversity and
disruption of flows of nitrogen, phosphorus, and other
components of soils. To sustain production in such
deteriorating conditions, the banana and strawberry
sectors rely on extensive use of chemicals to protect
against natural pathogens.32 The sectors leave behind
residues from the chemicals and large quantities of
plastics used in combination with fumigants, pesticides, and fertilizers. Freshwater depletion forced agribusiness in Baja California, Mexico, to increasingly rely
on desalinization plants, and has exacerbated conflict
over water usage between the industry and local communities with highly irregular access. The palm sector
infamously accounts for significant deforestation, and
attendant land struggles that include violence against
land defenders.33
For labor, agribusiness’s tenuous interactions with nature present several issues. The industry’s land needs
drive it toward displacement of the poor, who join already swollen labor supplies in search of waged livelihoods. Competition over scarcer water and use of
chemicals to push beyond biochemical limits present
health problems to workers. In bananas, workers fought
for decades for remediation from toxic exposures, and
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in strawberries in Mexico, workers have unsuccessfully
demanded that local hospitals record poisoning cases.
In the near term, pushing the limits of climate change
risks the viability of sectors such as those studied and
the many jobs that they now involve.

Workers’ Rights and the Institutional
Context in Four Countries

National Labor Regimes
At the national level, each state has glaring gaps between internationally recognized workers’ rights and its
laws and practices. All four countries have ratified ILO
Convention 98 on the right to organize and collective
bargaining, and all countries but Morocco have ratified
ILO Convention 87 on the right to freedom of association and protection of the right to organize. However,
the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC)
gives Morocco a score of 3 for workers’ rights, which
signifies ‘regular violations of workers’ rights. Mexico
has a score of 4, signifying systemic violations
of rights. And Colombia and Guatemala are
each given a score of
5, which indicates ‘no
guarantee of rights.’34

The four countries studied all present enormous challenges for workers’ rights. Indeed, two of the countries
– Colombia and Guatemala—have long been among
the most dangerous countries in the
world to be a trade
unionist. For decades,
more trade unionists
were killed in Colombia each year than
the rest of the world
The Labor Rights Incombined. Guatemadicators of the Penn
la is a smaller country
State Center for Global
that at times has had
Workers’ Rights sepathe highest per capita
rates scores for “in law”
killing of trade unionviolations versus “in
ists in the world.
practice” violations.35
Enormous decent
Here we see that Mowork deficits in the
rocco has the worst
area of freedom of
score (4.35) for in law
association also exist
violations (the law
in Mexico and Moitself fails to meet inrocco. Intertwined
ternational labor stanwith labor regimes, Worker report on problems and need to unionize, southern coast,
dards), whereas Guatenational state poli- Guatemala. Photo: Mark Anner
mala has the best score
cies exempting agribusiness from certain legal duties and social hierarchies of the group (2.31). However, most problems emerge
subordinating women and racialized groups, such as when we examine “in practice” violations. For example,
indigenous peoples, result in contexts of institutional the law itself might allow for unionization without an
adversity toward the rights of workers in the sectors undue burden on workers, but in practice this law is
routinely violated by employers and not enforced by
studied.
the state. Here Guatemala has the worst score in the
group (7.75), followed closely by Colombia (6.57).
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Table 2: Comparison of Workers’ Rights in Four Countries
Morocco

Colombia

Guatemala

Mexico

No

1976

1952

1950

1957

1976

1952

2018

3

5

5

4

Labor Rights Indicators Score,
In Law (10-point scale, 10 = worst)

4.35

2.31

3.74

3.34

Labor Rights Indicators Score,

2.66

7.75

6.57

3.21

5%

9.5%

2.60%

12.5%57

<1%

15.7%

<1%

9.9%

(5-point scale, 5 = worst)

(10-point scale, 10 = worst)

The impact of these adverse labor relations regimes can
be seen when we examine unionization and collective
bargaining coverage rates. Only Mexico has a unionization rate above 10%. However, this includes the very
large number of workers organized by company-controlled unions. In arrangements known as “protection
contracts,” employers select and compensate a union
entity in exchange for protection from worker collective action, a distortion of the country’s corporatist
labor relations system that has proliferated since the
1980s.36 Guatemala has the lowest unionization rate
among these four countries, with only 2.6% of workers represented by trade unions. And fewer than 1% of
workers in Guatemala are covered by collective bargaining agreements. [See Table 2.]

Agribusiness Exceptionalism and
Non-protection of Workers’ Rights
The global norm in agribusiness is a state of exception
from labor laws. As the ILO reports, “[i]n a number
of cases, they [agricultural workers] are explicitly excluded, either fully or partially, from the relevant laws,
or, when they are covered under the law, they are excluded from protection in practice.”38 For example, the
U.S. federal law protecting workers’ collective bargain-

ing rights, the National Labor Relations Act, excludes
workers in agriculture. The national states studied
indicate that the pattern of regulatory exceptionalism
encompasses more than labor law; national development approaches to labor, trade, and investment underpinned the emergence of each sector.
In Morocco, non-enforcement replaced non-regulation. The government delayed passage of its Labor
Code from 1957 until 2004. The Code still does not
align with ILO standards, notably by imposing a 35%
representation threshold for collective bargaining and
not requiring equal benefits for equal work, despite prohibiting discrimination in wages.39 Labor law enforcement is minimal, in part with fines set insufficiently low
to deter violations and few inspectors—reportedly
442 for 120,000 registered companies.40 Indicating interest in tightening labor control, in 2017 the Ministry
of Labor proposed regulating strikes with compulsory
arbitration, prohibition of sit-ins, a required 10-day
notice, strikes banned within one year of a CBA over
issues it covers, and empowerment of authorities to
disperse strikers.41 While leaving working conditions
to employers, the government granted land owned by
the monarchy to Zniber-Diana and restructured the
economy toward exports under International Monetary Fund programs throughout the 1980s and 1990s.
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Colombia’s palm oil sector similarly relies on state support for employer discretion. While laws limit labor
subcontracting, employers increasingly use the model
by misclassifying workers as independent contractors,
a status that precludes benefits, such as twice-annual
bonuses and paid holidays, and shifts responsibility for
registering and paying into social security systems to
the workers. The Labor Ministry also reports 14% affiliation of palm-oil workers in the workplace accident
and illness insurance system, indicating pervasive employer avoidance of social security duties. Subcontracting hampers collective bargaining, not least by forcing
unions in the sector to focus negotiations on ensuring
compliance with contracting laws. The national culture
of anti-union violence suppresses unionization, indicated by workers reporting fear of reprisals as the primary reason for not affiliating. Furthermore, employers avoid union bargaining by using “collective pacts,”
which the Labor Ministry permits despite evident
violations of ILO Convention 98.42 Employers appear
to not even bother with legally required occupational
safety and health committees and programs, which
workers report do not exist or function. In contrast to
its approach to employment regulation, the government subsidized the palm oil sector’s growth with a
Price Stabilization Fund, tax deductions, and preferential credit in the 1980s, and backing the biodiesel sector
since 2000. These factors drove 312% growth in production between 2000 and 2017. Colombia’s trade and
investment treaty with the European Union further
boosted palm oil production and sales in the 2010s.
The Guatemalan and U.S. governments are so intertwined with the banana sector as to obscure their roles
in creating and sustaining it. The sector began with land
concessions by the dictatorship of Manuel Estrada
Cabrera (1898-1920) and then grew with guarantees
of low wages by the military regime of Jorge Ubico
(1931-1944), and its long-term growth was secured by
the U.S.-supported coup d’etat that halted democratic
labor and agrarian reforms and ushered in decades of
violent, state-backed labor repression, including wholesale dissolution of unions.43 Throughout the 1970s and
1980s, anti-union violence took on its extrajudicial

contemporary guise, and killings of unionists continue,
with more than 100 since 2004.44 The labor inspectorate is notoriously underfunded and under-staffed. On
the rare occasions that it does inspect farms and detect
violations, it is largely disempowered from levying and
collecting fines from employers. In this context, employment practices such as ignoring work-intensity
regulations, forced overtime, and suffering of sexual
harassment by most women workers remain pervasive
at non-union plantations.45
Mexico’s strawberry sector emerged thanks to the government’s construction of the trans-peninsular highway, displacement of millions of mostly indigenous
poor, shifting of subsidies from small producers to
exporters, currency devaluations, privatization of water and land, and commitment to liberalized trade and
intellectual property rights under the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).46 Labor repression
and under-enforcement of labor and social security
laws have since supported its growth. National police
forcefully suppressed the 2015 strike, using riot tactics
against workers, jailing dozens, and raiding communities with armored vehicles.47 The government has
permitted agribusinesses to avoid paying full benefits
owed to workers under national laws by initially exempting the industry, then defining most field workers
as temporary and excluded, and, to date, under-enforcing compliance.48 National laws establish workers’
rights to healthcare, pensions, maternity leave, paid
vacation, year-end bonuses, modest profit sharing, job
protection, and indemnification for dismissal without
just cause under the social security and labor laws.49
In San Quintín, a key export production area, when
asked about government presence workers responded,
“What do you mean their presence?” “You don’t see
them.” “What government?” “We don’t see any agencies.” “It seems that the company doesn’t allow inspectors to enter.” Furthermore, employers have used protection contracts, agreements between union entities
and employers with government support that prevent
collective bargaining, to avoid collective bargaining
since the late 1980s.50
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Whether national states might support agribusiness
workers’ rights remains a question. Even where governments advance international labor standards, progress
is limited. As unions establish collective bargaining in
agribusiness in Morocco, the Labor Ministry advocates against strike rights. The Colombian government
committed to enforcing laws against labor subcontracting, under the 2011 Labor Action Plan with the
U.S. Department of Labor, yet the precarious employment model continues. Agriculture is excluded from
the United States-Canada-Mexico Trade Agreement
(USMCA) mechanism to enforce freedom of association and collective bargaining rights in Mexico.

Discrimination and Violence Against
Women and Racialized Groups
As evident in the five sectors studied, agribusiness development is intertwined with the use and reproduction of gender, racial, and indigenous social constructs
in ways that deepen managerial control over labor.
Most glaring across the sectors are discrimination and
gender-based violence against women. Generalized
gender subordination in society intersects with low
wages and precarious employment conditions to layer
burdens of labor on women workers. Divisions of labor
limiting employment positions available to women reify patriarchal tropes, contributing to male hierarchical
environments and resulting in verbal derogatory treatment and, in the worst cases, assaults.
Women’s unpaid care work subsidizes agribusiness
and multiplies the workloads carried by women workers. In Morocco, “patriarchal norms, illiteracy” and lack
of child-care access undermine female participation in
formal employment.51 An estimated 74% of women in
rural, agricultural areas of Morocco perform unpaid
work. In Mexico, the subsidization of agribusiness by
women’s unpaid care work is evident in their schedules. As described by women and men in San Quintín,
women workers rise at 4 in the morning, prepare breakfast and lunch for their families, work the exhausting
shifts in the fields, return home to do laundry, prepare

dinner, care for their children, and repeat. “The woman
has no time to rest,” a female worker summarized in an
interview.
Gendered divisions of labor and valuations of women
reduce women’s earnings, reify patriarchy, and risk undermining labor’s associational power. In Morocco,
women’s average wage income is 70% of what men receive,52 and for the same skill-intensive tasks, men still
receive 25% more than women.53 Higher remunerated
positions such as pruning and scissoring in vineyards
are almost always assigned to men in the country’s
wine grape sector. Colombia’s palm oil sector is highly
masculinized, with women employed in 14% of jobs,
limited to administration, cleaning, pollinating, and
plantation nursery positions.54 For the same positions,
women workers receive 90% of male coworker’s pay,
and were more likely to report being overworked.55 In
Mexico’s strawberry sector, most production companies restrict certain, better remunerated positions like
tractor driving and pesticide application to men, and
indigenous women are typically excluded from packhouse jobs. Instead of their work, indigenous women
described in interviews that the means of gaining better
jobs than picking fruit is by attracting the sexualized attention of male supervisors. As a form of social power,
patriarchy extends beyond the workplace, and women
activists directly challenged male leaders to gain voice
in the labor movement that brought about the 2015
strike in San Quintín.
Inextricably linked to the gendered hierarchies is pervasive violence against women, which is likely underreported given fears of retaliation and social stigma.
Moroccan women workers avoided responding to
questions about sexual harassment, and male managers demonstrated use of patriarchal power by claiming
that either perpetrators are swiftly sanctioned, or that
accusing women lied.56 In Colombia’s palm oil sector,
one in four female workers surveyed reported experiencing sexual harassment at work, in addition to generalized verbal abuse by supervisors.57 In the non-union
banana plantations of Guatemala, 58% of women reported sexual harassment at work.58 Reflecting women
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Table 3: Impacts of union collective bargaining in five agribusiness sectors

Legal Compliance

Wine & Olive Oil
Morocco

Palm Oil
Colombia

Bananas
Guatemala

Strawberry
Mexico (no CBAs)

Minimum wage, 8-hour

1.5 minimum wage,

Basic-needs wage,

maternity leave, young

& tools, health & safety

provision of PPE

Strike increased
wages, social

Increasing contract

Limited work hours &

for harassment

harassment with union

bonuses
Stability

Inclusion of seasonal
system, progressive
discipline

Equity

for equal work, access
for pregnancy, parental
leave

Wellbeing

“ . . . increased our
dignity”60

workers’ assertion of leadership, a central demand of the
2015 strike during Mexico’s strawberry harvest was to end
sexual assaults against women workers by supervisors.59

The Union Difference: Impacts of
union collective bargaining
Union collective action and bargaining are almost entirely responsible for increasing respect for workers’
rights in the five sectors. It has been the difference between legal exceptionalism and compliance, precarious
and stable employment, gender-based violence and
safety, discrimination and equity, and denial and access
to essential services through national social security
systems. Table 3 summarizes these impacts. Increased
union density and collective bargaining coverage
would expand the improvements. Challenges facing
unions to increase their power in each sector reflect the
supply chain price squeeze on agribusiness producers,
illegal and legal union resistance, and difficulty of deconstructing patriarchy to build associational power.

Strike reduced genderbased violence at
work

“There is more respect
now.”61

Unions are performing the task of government to protect workers’ legal rights in agribusiness, where national
states derogate their duties. Moroccan labor law is enforced in grape wine and olive oil production managed
by Zniber-Diana, due to the CBA negotiated by the
CDT. Colombian unions have negotiated to replace
illegal subcontracting with direct hiring, operationalize legally required health and safety committees, and
ensure workers’ access to services through employer
social security participation, in the absence of public
enforcement.
In Guatemala’s banana sector, union representation
means compliance with laws on working hours, remuneration, provision of PPE, voluntary overtime, protection
from sexual abuses, and freedom of association. While
not achieving collective bargaining, the 2015 strike during Mexico’s strawberry harvest compelled employers to
increase wages and registration of workers in the national
social security system, towards compliance with laws requiring living wages and consistent registration.
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Where established, collective bargaining is providing
stability in otherwise precarious employment sectors. The CDT-Zniber-Diana CBA stabilized work in
the company’s grape wine and olive oil segments by
including seasonal workers, enforcing working hours,
and establishing paid leaves, seniority-based promotions, progressive discipline, and severance pay. In Colombia, unions negotiated CBAs that increased direct
hiring by three palm oil production companies. Countering the sector’s use of labor subcontracting remains
a central challenge, given the modality effectively denies subcontracted workers union representation and
provides them lower pay and more precarious terms
and conditions.
In Guatemala, collective bargaining coverage limits
work intensification, while some non-union workers
have turned to intoxicants to sustain energy needed to
keep up with management’s orders. The unions are also
negotiating against relocation of production to retain
their capacity to stabilize employment. Meanwhile, in
the context of employer protection contracts blocking union collective bargaining, employers in Mexico’s
strawberry sector dismiss workers prior to their employment automatically becoming permanent.62
Union representation is providing a mechanism for
women to deconstruct patriarchy. While Moroccan
law fails to prescribe comprehensive equitable treatment, women’s participation in CDT negotiations
with Zniber-Diana resulted in clauses requiring equity,
although progress in women workers’ access to all positions is ongoing. In Guatemala’s banana sector, women workers covered by union contracts report 50%
less incidence of sexual harassment than peers at nonunion plantations, because union women “can inform
the company,” as a female unionist explained.63 Women
in Mexico’s strawberry sector reported that the 2015
strike helped reduce sexual abuse at work.
Workers challenge is to increase union membership
and thereby expand collective bargaining. Wages
for workers at the best agribusiness job in Morocco,
unionized Zniber-Diana, remain at the national mini-

mum wage, effectively the national poverty line. The low
rates reflect the combination of GSC price squeezes and
the fact that the CDT-Zniber-Diana CBA stands alone
in the grape wine and palm oil sectors. Expanding collective bargaining can reduce employers’ ability to accept
low prices from buyers at workers’ expense. The unionrepresented workers reported concerns that the CBA
continue, given the lack of rights protections without it.64
In Colombia’s palm oil sector, unions have established
collective bargaining at 24 employers, covering approximately 11% of the workforce. Yet 23% of nonunion workers report the only reason for not affiliating
is the lack of unions at their workplaces, indicating a
gap between democratic desire and reality held open
by union resistance strategies of retaliation and use of
wedge mechanisms such as “collective pacts.”65
In Guatemala’s banana sector, union resistance through
violence and outsourcing has hemorrhaged associational power, with union membership falling from
5,000 to 2,900 between the 1980s and 2020. The prioritization of securing union jobs in the sector is well
placed, and a major task, given 86.7% of workers are
at non-union, southern plantations.66 For workers in
Mexico’s strawberry sector, establishing collective bargaining is an ongoing goal, requiring the removal of
employer protection contracts and increased independent union membership. However, indicating workers’
positionality, as many as 80,000 workers went on strike
in 2015 demanding respect for their freedom of association and collective bargaining rights.
Towards stronger unions in each sector, a clear task is
to increase women’s participation. To-date, the CDT in
Morocco, Sitrabi in Guatemala, and SINDJA in Mexico
have deliberately involved women. Yet women workers’
union and collective bargaining participation remains
insufficient, reflecting material burdens on their time
and the social force of patriarchy. Towards internal equity, CDT and SITRABI established women’s committees, and the collective Women United in Defense of
Indigenous Women Day Laborers (MUDJI) initiated
an organizing program in collaboration with SINDJA
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in Mexico. Such strategies to implement equity within
the unions are likely to translate into leverage vis-à-vis
employers and improved working conditions.
International solidarity can also help build bargaining power in agribusiness GSCs. Like other industry

GSCs, workers across the chains are separated by geographic and political boundaries, and their capacity
to engage in solidarity actions offers a means to gain
more control over employment terms and conditions.
In agribusiness GSCs, food’s perishability and fundamental role in people’s lives increase the potency of

Table 4: Common Certification Programs in the Sectors and Countries Studied
Investment
Fair Trade USA

Mexico,

Equitable terms

None

Fair Trade

Premium paid by Directed to &

oversees standards
& premium use
company

environmental

Equitable Food

board members
Rainforest Alliance

decisions by

GlobalGAP

Guatemala,
banana;
Mexico,

Food safety &
quality

None

None

None

Directed to &
decided by
GlobalGap

SA8000

management

improvement
Roundtable on
Sustainable
Palm Oil

Colombia,
palm oil

“legal, economically
viable, environ-

process

management and

advisors
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cross-chain solidarity. Coordination between unions
in production, transportation, and food retail offers potential for increasing the bargaining power of labor with
all firms in agribusiness GSCs.

Private Certifications of Labor Standards
Demonstrate Ineffectiveness
One response to increased communications among
workers across supply chains, from production to
consumption, has been industry development and
adoption of private, voluntary certification programs
that claim to ensure compliance with standards, some
including international workers’ rights. Certification
programs in sectors and countries studied involve standard-setting organizations that develop the standards,
accreditation organizations that approve organizations
to audit companies against the standards, auditing
agencies that assesses compliance with the standards,
and companies seeking certification that hire the auditing agency and pay the standard-setting organization
for use of the certification. Table 4 lists certifications
observed in the studies.
While not a reliable means to protect workers’ rights,
certain certification practices might serve as footholds
for union organizing by highlighting distribution of
value across supply chains and mitigating the worst
working conditions. Fair Trade USA and EFI transfer
money across the supply chain to production employers and workers. Rainforest Alliance and GlobalGAP
mitigate environmental impacts. EFI provides training
for workers, managers, and auditors on agriculture-specific safety and health standards, and a clear dispute settlement timeline. Union participation on some certifications’ boards offers potential for workers’ interests to
be represented in strategic decisions of the programs.
The listed programs are among a broader certification industry that has demonstrated minimal capacity
to detect and remediate workers’ rights violations for
several reasons. The underlying “theory of change” that
non-certification would translate into lost consumer
sales has not come to pass, so certification programs’

ultimate sanction of decertification is a weak deterrent
to standards violations. Certifications are financially
structured for the industry to pay for inspection and
certification from auditing and standard-setting entities reliant on the industry for business, creating a conflict of interest that public law avoids and certifications
have not resolved.
Most certifications, including those observed in the
study, maintain audits confidential between the audit
company, the company obtaining certification, and the
accreditation and standard-setting organizations, sidelining workers from a process of judging respect for
their rights and shielding entities involved from scrutiny. Confidentiality also means that certifications systems do not seek to reinforce public regulation through
collaboration with governments.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This report has analyzed workers’ rights in agribusiness global supply chains by comparing and contrasting reports on five sectors in four countries conducted between 2018 and 2021 by the Center for Global
Workers’ Rights and (in the case of Morocco) with a
collaboration between the CGWR and the International Center for Research on Women. The sectors
studied exemplify trends throughout agribusiness
global supply chains.
The studies focused on workers in production stages
of agribusiness GSCs. Assessment of the bargaining
power of workers and employers throughout the GSCs
evinces concentrated bargaining power in retail, primarily, and trading companies, secondarily. Even companies such as Chiquita, Dole, and Fresh Del Monte,
and those with near monopolies like Driscoll’s, are
largely price-takers from Walmart and similar retailers and mega supermarket chains. The buyer-skewed
distribution of value in agribusiness GSCs means less
capital available for workers to negotiate with their
direct employers. This GSC price squeeze reverberates throughout agribusiness labor relations. It drives
the minimum wage acting as a ceiling in Morocco’s
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MUDJI International Women’s Day 2020 Event, Mexico. Photo: Matthew Fischer-Daly.

wine grape and olive oil sectors, and union avoidance
through labor subcontracting in Colombia’s palm oil
sector, outsourcing production in Guatemala’s banana
sector, and employer protection contracts in Mexico’s
strawberry sector.
While structured to extract value from labor, managers of these agribusiness sectors could adopt alternative approaches. As lead firms of agribusiness GSCs,
retailers could stop demanding lower prices, and shift
from dead-letter codes of conduct to trilateral collective bargaining with suppliers and unions. Trading
companies have lost leverage to retailers, yet nevertheless maintain power through management of patents,
production, transportation, and marketing. Whether
as direct employers or not, they should also shift from
union avoidance to collective bargaining, in line with
their claims of support for human rights. No direct
employers should operate outside of labor and social
security laws, which in all cases include union and collective bargaining rights.
The organization of each sector for profit has been
achieved through national state subsidization, securing

of market access, and implementation of policies providing employers with flexibility and suppressing union
collective bargaining. None of the sectors exist to satisfy a human need; they exist to transform the agricultural labor process into profitable enterprise. Building
on natural advantages for particular crops, lead firms in
each sector obtained profitability through government
interventions. These included land concessions in Morocco and Guatemala, privatizations of land and water
and infrastructure development in Mexico, financial
subsidies to agribusiness in Colombia and Mexico, and
negotiations of trade and investment treaties by all four
governments that facilitated international sales. Just as
importantly, governments have also provided employers exemptions from labor regulations, variously in
law and through non-enforcement, while countering
unionism through its prohibition until 2004 in Morocco, sanctioning of anti-union violence in Colombia and Guatemala, and use of national police force to
quell strikers in Mexico.
National state orientations toward workers in agribusiness could be dramatically improved. The governments
of Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico and Morocco can fa-
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cilitate unionization and increase labor law enforcement
by investing financially in these activities, just as they
have in the profitability of each agribusiness sector. With
governments of primary destination markets, they can
negotiate revisions to trade agreements to tie individual
companies’ export permission to labor law compliance,
as attempted in the USMCA for other industries.
The sectors also commonly use patriarchy as a tool
to extract more value from workers’ labor, regardless
of whether employers acknowledge their practices in
these terms. In all cases, unpaid care work by and underpayment of women subsidizes employers by reducing their share of the costs of labor reproduction. Also
common to all five sectors are gendered pay discrimination and division of jobs that reduces women workers’ earnings and reifies their socially constructed subordination. Employers can and should stop inequitable
treatment, and their business partners can and should
not tolerate it.
At the intersection of these economic, political, and
social forces, workers are creating decent work by organizing unions and compelling employers into collective bargaining agreements. The CDT’s first CBA
in Morocco’s agribusiness industry is a historic breakthrough that has achieved compliance with laws that
the government has been unable or unwilling to enforce. Unions are pressing to maintain meaningful employer duties by countering illegal labor outsourcing
in Colombia’s palm oil sector. In Guatemala’s banana
sector, collective bargaining coverage is the stopgap
against the anti-union violence, poverty wages, forced
overtime, and gender-based violence that characterize
employment in its non-union, southern plantations.
While yet to overcome government-backed employer
protection contracts, the labor movement in Mexico’s
agribusiness sector demonstrated its capacity for col-

lective action to improve conditions through its 2015
mass strike, which resulted in the independent union
SINDJA and increased remuneration.
Unfortunately, workers have yet to receive support for
their union and collective bargaining rights from the
certification programs that claim to verify employers’
respect for internationally recognized labor standards.
Whether intended or not, certifications have thus far
served as diversions of consumers’ attention from
workers’ struggles to exercise their rights. Certifications could and should establish unequivocal requirements for employers to respect freedom of association,
establish dispute settlement processes in which workers may contest determinations of standards compliance before a party independent of the companies in
the supply chain, report legal violations to government
officials to support enforcement of laws, and welcome
union representatives to have decision-making authority on their boards of directors.
Now, since more allies and adversaries of labor alike
recognize agricultural workers as essential, the challenge remains to translate acknowledgement of dependence on labor for food into recognition of workers’
rights. The workers who produce the food consumed
worldwide have worked throughout the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic without the social safety nets
and wealth to stop working, and often without access
to healthcare services when infected. In this context,
unions provided PPE and guidance on mitigation measures and vaccinations, and advocated for safe workplace practices. The dynamics during the pandemic
serve as a reminder that conditions turn on bargaining
power. Where workers are able to unionize and collectively bargaining, conditions improve, wages increase,
and gender-based violence is curtailed.
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